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1 IntrodutionEmission of hemials into the air raises various health and eologial on-erns and requires proper management. There exist established proeduresfor alulation of environmental fates of individual ompounds. WATER9omputer program1 makes a good example. Suh proedures require variousinput parameters, among others, saturated (equilibrium) vapor pressure andgas phase di�usion oeÆient of the ompound whih are hiey responsiblefor the evaporation rate of a ompound.There are several methods of measuring the equilibrium vapor pressure(see2 and referenes therein). Some of them, like gas saturation tehniques,gas hromatography or methods based on relative volatilization rate mea-surement (e.g. thermogravimetry), are suitable for the low-pressure region(reportedly even down to 10�8 Pa). However, for many organi ompounds,data in this region is still sare and sometimes enumbered with signi�antunertainty.There are also several experimental methods of �nding gas phase di�u-sion oeÆient (see3,4 and referenes therein). For example there are gashromatographi broadening and ow perturbation tehniques,5 twin-bulbmethod, Stefan tube method, thermal wave interferene6 and many oth-ers. All these methods are essentially indiret. There are also several the-oretial equations for �nding gas phase di�usion oeÆient (see5 and ref-erenes therein): Chapman-Enskog, Arnold-Gilliland, Chen-Othmer, Fuller-Shettler-Giddings and others. Sine for many ompounds the experimentaldata are not available, these equations are readily used.Sine hemials often get into the air in the form of mist, a detailed on-sideration of the kinetis of evaporation of a small droplet is desirable. Thisin turn require introduing of still another parameter. The experimentallyobserved evaporation rate in the kineti (ballisti) regime is usually smallerthan theoretially allowed by the kineti theory of gases. In order to reon-ile the experimental �ndings with the preditions of the theory, Knudsen7introdued the evaporation oeÆient, de�ned as the probability of rossingthe interfae by a moleule impinging on it. Though oneptually seeminglysimple, this oeÆient turned out to be quite diÆult to measure. Though itis agreed that there is a barrier at the gas-liquid interfae, its nature has notbeen thoroughly understood yet (see eg.8{11). The results obtained for waterover nearly a entury, spanning from � 0:001 to 1, make a striking example(see12{15 for reviews). The measurements for other vapor-liquid systems are2



fewer and similarly non-onlusive. Adsorption of heterogeneous vapors onliquid water seems to attrat more attention (see16{21) than single-omponentevaporation/ondensation (see22 and referenes therein, and11,23{25).In our previous works (see26 and referenes therein) we developed a methodof �nding the evaporation oeÆient under the assumption of known equi-librium vapor pressure and gas phase di�usion oeÆient. This method anbe lassi�ed as a relative volatilization rate measurement. The results weobtained for water versus temperature are in exellent agreement with thoseobtained with a fundamentally di�erent method of Boston College/AerodyneResearh In. group, desribed e.g. in referene.27 In our method, dropletsradii evolutions were obtained with a tehnique of Mie Sattering Imag-ing type and were studied within the framework of the Maxwellian quasi-stationary evaporation model and kineti theory of gases.12,26,28 For slowlyevaporating ompounds the evaporation model is relatively simple and bothgas phase di�usion and evaporation oeÆients an be found under the as-sumption of known equilibrium vapor pressure. If the di�usion oeÆient isknown it is also possible to work bakwards and �nd the equilibrium vaporpressure.In the present work, we measured the evaporation and gas phase di�usionoeÆients versus the properties (type) of liquid at onstant temperature andpressure. We applied our method to a sequene of glyols: ethylene glyol(EG), diethylene glyol (DEG), triethylene glyol (TEG) and tetraethyleneglyol (TTEG), and to 1,3-dimethyl-2-imidazolidinone (DMI). Glyols havea wide range of appliations. They are used in hemial industry29,30 asintermediates for a variety of produts, apitalizing on their hygrosopiity,lubriity and low volatility, suh as resins, deiing uids, heat transfer uids,automotive antifreeze and oolants, adhesives, paints, eletrolyti apaitors,textile �bers, paper and leather. TEG and TTEG are also used as desiantsfor gas puri�ation31 and in the prodution of theatrial smokes.32 This lastappliation requires dispensing them in aerosol form in quite large quantities.DMI is used, for instane, as a arrier for the blak ink in jet printers, soglobally also in signi�ant quantities.First we found the gas phase di�usion and evaporation oeÆients. Thedi�usion oeÆients were ompared with experimental values, when known,and with the estimations made with the semi-empirial equation from ref-erene.33 Sine the disrepanies for the two most slowly evaporating om-pounds (TEG and TTEG) were outside the estimated median error of theorrelation, we tried to �nd the values of their equilibrium vapor pressures3



assuming di�usion oeÆients predited by the equation mentioned above.2 ExperimentalThe experimental setup is presented in �gure 1. It onsisted of a double-ringtype eletrodynami quadrupole trap (inset in the �gure 1; see e.g.34,35) keptin a small (� 10 m3) thermostati hamber at 298 � 0:1 K. Droplets wereintrodued into the trap through the top port with a piezo injetor (desribedin details in36) kept inside the hamber. Thus, the initial temperature of thedroplet was equal to that of the hamber. The initial droplet radius, at whihwe started the observation, was 9 � 4 �m. Usually we were able to followthe evolution for a few mirometers, sometimes (depending on a substaneused) as low as down to � 650 nm. The upper and lower limit is primarilydetermined by the stability of the trap and the numerial aperture of the ob-servation optis. Before the injetion of eah droplet, the hamber was ushedwith �ltered (H14 grade �lter), dry nitrogen obtained by vaporizing liquidnitrogen. This proedure ensured that the gaseous environment into whihthe droplet was evaporating was void of aerosol, water and eventual remnantsfrom previous injetions (liquid aerosol and solvent vapor). Apart from that,nitrogen atmosphere at standard temperature and pressure is relatively inertwhile its physial properties are lose to those of air. The temperature ofowing nitrogen was mathed (�0:2 K) to that of the trap by means of agas-water thermostati heat exhanger in order not to distrat the thermo-stati balane. Evaporation of a whole single droplet of several mirometerradius, in a hamber of the volume we used, gives rise to (average) vaporpressure several orders of magnitude (� 108 for TEG) below the orrespond-ing equilibrium vapor pressure. The di�usion onstants in nitrogen (air) ofthe organi solvents we used are omparatively high, whih ensures uniformvapor density distribution. Thus, the presene of even several droplets doesnot inuene the thermodynami onditions in the hamber. However, lostdroplets an get into the tight spaes of the trap, whih after some aumu-lation an distort the trapping �eld. In order to avoid that, the trap andthe hamber were dismantled and thoroughly leaned every several hundredinjetions. Sine the experiment was arried near the room temperature weould not fully avoid the ubiquitous water vapor di�using from the elementsof hamber and trap. However, at the timesale of several minutes the e�etof water vapor ould be negleted (relative humidity < 5%). The gas ow4



was stopped for the duration of measurement in order to ensure that thedroplet was stationary in respet to the gaseous medium. The movementof gas versus the droplet an dramatially speed up the evaporation. Thisphenomenon is atually utilized in thermogravimetri measurements. An ex-ample of variation of rate of mass loss versus volumetri ow rate an befound e.g. in.37
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Figure 1: Experimental setup shemati view (top view, droplet injetoromitted). Inset: eletrodynami trap drawing (wire-frame partially ren-dered).In our experiments we used pure substanes (purity for eah lot stated inGC area % by the manufaturer): ethylene glyol 99.9% (SPECTRANAL,GC, Riedel-de Ha�en), diethylene glyol 99.99% (BioUltra, GC, Fluka), tri-ethylene glyol 99.96% (BioUltra, anhydrous, GC, Fluka), tetraethylene gly-ol 99.7% (puriss., GC, Fluka) and 1,3-dimethyl-2-imidazolidinone 99.7%(purum, GC, Fluka). 5



Figure 2: An example of TEG droplet radius temporal evolution; eah blakdot represents a non-averaged data point. Data points misinterpreted by thenumerial method an be seen o� the trend. Top inset: an example of a rawsattering image (frame). Bottom inset: magni�ation of a seleted regionof the main graph.Individual droplet radius temporal evolution a(t) was obtained by ana-lyzing the angular distribution of sattered light irradiane within the frame-work of the Mie theory (angle-resolved stati light sattering). This is a wellestablished interferometri tehnique. Its variants (laser imaging for dropletsizing (ILIDS), interferometri partile imaging (IPI), Mie sattering imaging(MSI), interferometri Mie imaging (IMI), et.) are used for partile sizingeg. in sprays (see eg.38 and referenes therein). The variant of this tehniquethat we developed is outlined in39 and the details spei� to this work aregiven below. Green (532.07 nm) p-polarized and red (654.25 nm) s-polarizedlaser beams of � 10 mW power eah (inside the trap) and � 0:5 mm waistwere used simultaneously for droplet illumination. Droplet heating and di-ret momentum transfer from the beam ould be negleted. We reorded (up6



to � 30 fps, 640�480 pixels, 12-bit, PixelFly olor amera, po.imaging) thesattering of both beams (see top inset in �gure 2). The �eld of view (iru-lar) was entered at the azimuthal angle of 90� 0:1Æ and the elevation angleof 0 � 0:3Æ and orresponded to �16:24 � 0:02Æ) in either diretion. It washorizontally divided into halves with perpendiular (s and p) polarizers. Hav-ing attributed di�erent polarizations to di�erent olors enabled easy hekof polarizers leaks (proper setup) and monitoring of depolarization. In aseof homogeneous droplets, light depolarization would indiate ontaminationwith solid partiles and require exlusion of suh measurement. The sequeneof out-of-fous images (droplet was in the foal point of the objetive lens)was analyzed o�-line with our software (written in MATLAB). Eah imagewas integrated with a proper distribution funtion over the elevation angleto ensure better signal-to-noise ratio. The analysis was based on omparingthe azimuthal distribution of irradiane observed in eah image to the libraryof patterns obtained with the aid of Mie theory. Performing analysis for twopolarizations simultaneously and for the whole a(t) evolution rather thanfor separate points only, enabled lifting some of the ambiguities assoiatedwith experimental unertainties. The �rst proedure follows from the obser-vation that the interferene fringes orresponding to di�erent polarizationsshift in di�erent diretion versus a, while misalignment or/and distortion ofthe trapping �eld along the laser beams introdue systemati error to theazimuthal angle of observation and shift fringes in the same diretion. Theseond proedure results from the observation that geometrial imperfetionsof the setup perpendiular to the laser beams introdue systemati error tothe angular range of the �eld of view. This may ause large errors in readingsof a but, fortunately, in a longer run it results in disontinuities in a(t) andan be orreted by optimization. The later proedure also allows to over-ome the diÆulties in the interpretation of narrow resonanes (� 0:5 nmHWHM). Suh resonanes are very sensitive to many fators, like image in-tegration over CCD exposition time or even slight droplet non-spheriity,whih results in readings of a visibly o� the trend. The average unertaintyof a(t) was estimated from numerial experiments to be � �8 nm (omparebottom inset in �gure 2). It is due to several fators, of whih we wouldlike to address the main ones. The unertainty of the refrative index is themost important among unertainties of the parameters of the theory. Forthe ompound lots we used, the manufaturer delared 4 signi�ant digitsof the refrative index, so the auray of �0:001 an be inferred. This,in average, orresponds to �3 nm unertainty of a(t). The maximal possi-7



ble water ontent hange of 0.03% orresponds (assuming rapid omponentmixing, see next setion) to �0:1 nm unertainty of a(t). The total inu-ene of the evaporation of volatile impurities (maximal ontent hange of< 0:3% (DMI,TTEG)) orresponds to less than �1 nm unertainty of a(t).Larger systemati errors of the refrative index (e.g. in ase of unreliableompound lot data) an be deteted and orreted with the proedures de-sribed above. The angular resolution of a reorded image was (dependingon the setup implementation) � �0:02Æ. This, in average, orresponds to�2 nm unertainty of a(t). Similar a(t) unertainty is assoiated with theunertainty of the angular range of the �eld of view. The unertainty wasinreasing in the viinity of Coulomb explosions, whih aused transient butlarge droplet non-spheriity (ompare40). Suh an event, triggered by abrupthange of surfae properties, an possibly be seen in �gure 2.3 Evaporation modelThe quasi-stationary evaporation of a free (spherial), motionless droplet ofa pure, low-volatility liquid, in an inert environment, an be adequately de-sribed with a relatively simple (mass transport) equation (ompare e.g.:12,41).It is onvenient to write down this equation in a form desribing the evolutionof the droplet radius:_a � dadt = �MR� psat(T )T D�a� + Dq2�M=(RT ) , (1)where a stands for the droplet radius, T is the ambient (and the droplet)temperature, psat is the equilibrium vapor pressure at a given temperature,D and � are gas phase di�usion and evaporation oeÆient respetively, �and M are the density and the moleular mass of the liquid respetively andR is the universal gas onstant. This equation aounts both for di�usivetransport (driven by the vapor density gradient) as well as for the kineti(ballisti) transport in the very viinity of the interfae (below the distaneof the mean free path of a moleule in the surrounding gaseous medium).Sine the droplet was from 10 to 100 times larger than the mean free pathin the surrounding gaseous medium, the inuene of kineti e�ets uponthe evaporation was learly reognizable but not dominating. The inueneof the droplet urvature (surfae tension) and of the droplet harge as well8



as of the transport of heat ould be safely negleted for the droplets underonsideration.Sine the experimental a(t) dependene ould also be represented in _a(a)form, equation 1 did not require integration. Fitting equation 1 to the ex-perimental _a(a) yields simultaneously D and � (two-parameter �t, see blueline in �gure 3). In ase of extremely slowly evaporating TTEG (evolutionup to 3 h), only the value of D ould be inferred beause of the relativelylarge utuations of a(t).However, even small amounts of impurities present in the liquids anhange the evaporation senario dramatially. Indeed, many of the dropletevolutions that we observed had to be attributed to 2- or 3-omponentdroplets (ompare42). The presene of non-volatile impurities ould be easilydeteted, sine, due to the inrease of their onentration during the evapo-ration proess, the evolution slowed down at the end (Raoult's and Henry'slaws). In this study we exluded this stage of evolution from the analysis.On the other hand, surprisingly small amounts of impurities of volatility sig-ni�antly higher than that of the host medium/solvent (like water in glyol)manifested in visibly higher rate of evaporation at initial stage of evolu-tion. In suh ase of 2-omponent evaporation, under assumption of rapidomponent mixing (shown in42 to be in surprisingly good agreement withexperimental data), equation 1 takes the form:_a ' �1RT�Lo 24XHi(t)psatHi(T )MHiDHi�HiLoa�HiLo + DHiq2�MHi=(RT ) + psatLo(T )MLoDLo�Loa�Lo + DLoq2�MHi=(RT )35 ,(2)where Hi and Lo indies pertain to high-volatility and low-volatility ompo-nent respetively (e.g. water and glyol). When the mole fration of high-volatility omponent XHi � 1 the evaporation oeÆient �HiLo desribesthe interation of a high-volatility vapor moleule with the low-volatilityliquid surfae. Sine volatile liquids in general evaporate from the mix-ture sequentially (ompare42), it was possible (in all ases exept TTEG,see below) to identify homogeneous domains of droplet radius evolution or-responding to 2-omponent and single-omponent evaporation. Having theexperimental data represented in derivative form _a(a) greatly failitated theanalysis. A vivid example is presented in �gure 3 and the details of theanalysis presented below pertain to this �gure. We analyzed the single-omponent evaporation �rst by �tting equation 1 to the large homogeneous9



region diretly preeding the evaporation slow-down (blue line in �gure 3).Then, we introdued the obtained DLo and �Lo into equation 2 in orderto alulate XHi(a) in 2-omponent region. Sine the main volatile impu-rity was, aording to the lot data, water, we assumed DHi = Dw (H2O innitrogen, see3) and approximated �HiLo = �w (see26). The resulting mo-lar fration of water ould be well �tted with a seond order polynomialXw(a) = 3:1� 106 (a� 4:4� 10�6)2 + 1:5� 10�5 and, after introdution intoequation 2, yielded the red line in �gure 3. This result seems to on�rm, thatthe rapid omponent mixing approximation is justi�ed. However, it should bekept in mind that the physis behind this phenomenon may be di�erent. Themolar fration of water at the very end of water evaporation should be muhbelow the stationary value published by the manufaturer (0.026% by oulo-metri measurement). Indeed, we obtained Xw(a = 4:4� 10�6) ' 0:0016%,a value limited by the remnant humidity in the hamber and TEG high hy-grosopiity. Sine XHi(t = 0) is pratially inaessible in the experimentsutilizing droplet injetion (unontrolled evaporation during the lateny timebefore and after droplet injetion, ompare42), the exat value of �HiLo (e.g.water-TEG) ould not be found.4 Results and disussionThe values of oeÆients of di�usion in nitrogen under atmospheri pressureat 25 ÆC found in this study are presented in �gure 4 versus the alulatedvalues (in air) as well as in table 1. The oeÆients of di�usion of EG,DEG and TEG in air from referene45 are also presented in �gure 4 andin table 1. Table 1 also omprises the equilibrium vapor pressures fromreferenes.29,30,43,44 For the alulation of oeÆients of di�usion in air weused the semi-empirial equation from referene.33 It is similar to the Arnold-Gilliland equation but with the molar volume estimated from the ompounddensity only: D = 0:00229T 1:5Morq0:034 + 1=Mn[M=(2:5�)℄1=3 + 1:8o2 , (3)where ( Mor = 1� 0:000015M2 for Mor < 0:4Mor = 0:4 for Mor � 0:4 .The vertial error bars in �gure 4 represent statistial unertainty (stan-10



Table 1: Experimentally obtained values of evaporation and di�usion oeÆ-ients: � and D, and orresponding vapor pressure psat. TEG (a) orrespondsto psat we proposed. Data for the TTEG were not inluded as too tentative.Unertainties represent standard deviations. Data for psat from43 and44 wereextrapolated towards lower temperatures.liquid � D [mm2/s℄ D [mm2/s℄45 psat [Pa℄EG 0:035� 0:012 11:6� 1:6 10:05� 0:381 11.7829DEG 0:082� 0:035 6:9� 0:4 7:3� 0:071 0.626330(a) TEG 0:16� 0:05 5:9� 0:06 0:044� 0:008(b) TEG 0:017� 0:005 3:1� 1:3 5:9� 0:059 0.174343DMI 0:11� 0:04 6:8� 0:8 14.03844dard deviation) of experimentally found di�usion oeÆients and the hor-izontal error bars represent the estimated median error of the orrelation(7%33). As long as the di�usion oeÆients we found under the assumptionof known vapor pressure are in agreement with either the results of Lugg45or alulated values33), assuming that in nitrogen and in air they would besimilar, it an be inferred that the values of vapor pressures taken from theliterature were realisti.However, for the two most slowly evaporating ompounds (TEG andTTEG) the disrepanies were signi�ant. In both ases the equilibriumvapor pressure value we used, had been extrapolated from literature dataorresponding to muh higher temperatures.43,46,47 We onsidered it a prob-able soure of errors. For instane, vapor pressure of DEG at 298 K, as ex-trapolated from referene's47 data (13.5 Pa), is an order of magnitude higherthan as extrapolated from the data from referene46 (1.38 Pa). The valuelaimed as non-extrapolated, given in referene,30 is even lower (0.626 Pa).The auray of suh extrapolation for TEG or TTEG an be even worse,sine measurements were performed for temperatures a few tens of K higherthan for DEG. Therefore, we assumed the di�usion oeÆient of Lugg45 andretrieved the value of the equilibrium vapor pressure working the evaporationmodel bakwards. Sine our experimental data for TEG are of high au-11



ray, we believe that its equilibrium vapor pressures we found at 298 K isquite aurate: 0:044� 0:008 Pa. It is lower then the extrapolated literaturevalue43,46,47 by a fator of � 3. Similar proedure for TTEG was not possi-ble, sine we were not able to disern whether single-domain evolutions weobserved did orrespond to pure (single-omponent) TTEG evaporation. Wewere able to keep the humidity in the hamber low for several minutes butnot hours. This was enough in ase of the TEG evaporation, but very slowlyevaporating hygrosopi liquid droplets, like those of TTEG, ould absorbsome water vapor.The evaporation oeÆients values found from our experiments are alsopresented in table 1. They are of the order of the value we would expet atsuh temperature for water (�w = 0:1126). This an signify that low evap-oration oeÆient orresponding to a high interfaial barrier is not uniquefor water (ompare � = 0:036 for EG on H2O8,21). There are very few ref-erenes, that we know of, that we an ompare our results with. In thereferene11 we found �DEG = 0:05 and �TEG = 0:46 at 300 K. However, sinethe equilibrium vapor pressures used in referene11 seems to be too high (seedisussion above), after substituting the values we used/found one would get�DEG ' 0:5 and �TEG ' 1. This is loser to what an be found in24 for DEGbut muh higher from what we obtained. It seems (see e.g.10 and referenesin14,48), that experiments with evaporation of polar liquids into vauum (seee.g. unsteady state evaporation or jet stream tensimeter experiments) yieldhigher values of � than (quasi)equilibrium experiments.15,26,49 On the otherhand, muh lower values of �EG at 300 K an be found in referene25 andthe works ited therein. In those studies, a so alled, dropwise ondensationmethod was used (ompare50 for water). This method yields �EG ' 0:4 atatmospheri pressure and �EG ! 0:2 for p! 0.The issue of evaporation into vauum, essential also for understanding thekinetis at gas-liquid interfae, has not been satisfatorily resolved yet (seee.g.51{55), however it seems that the appliation of Hertz-Knudsen-Langmuirequation in its standard form may not be adequate in that ase.The values of evaporation oeÆient we obtained, together with previ-ously obtained value for water,26 were ompared versus moleular mass,density, surfae tension,56 dipole moment and dieletri onstant57 of theompound. The omparison yielded, exept for water, a monotoni (ap-proximately linear) dependene versus moleular mass, whih is presented in�gure 5. There is also a hint of monotoni dependene versus density anddieletri onstant for the series of glyols. The results are still too sare to12



allow drawing any general onlusion about the physis behind them. Thease of water may be speial beause of its unique bulk liquid and interfaialproperties (see e.g58{60 and referenes therein). However it is also possiblethat the value of the evaporation oeÆient of water is o� the trend beauseof a slightly di�erent evaporation model was used. We intend to run exper-iments with other slowly evaporating liquids of diverse eletrial propertiesand to try to larify this issue.5 ConlusionsThe method we had originally developed for measuring evaporation oeÆ-ient of water26,41 was applied, after slight modi�ation, to �ve slowly evap-orating organi solvents in nitrogen at atmospheri pressure at 298 K and inase of four of them (EG, DEG, TEG and DMI) enabled measuring evapora-tion and di�usion oeÆients. Good orrelation between our measurementsand independently measured (for EG and DEG) or estimated (for DMI) dif-fusion oeÆients enabled veri�ation of equilibrium vapor pressure valueused for eah studied liquid. We proposed to orret the value of the equilib-rium vapor pressure for TEG at 298 K to 0:044� 0:008 Pa. The evaporationoeÆients were found to inrease from 0.035 to 0.16 versus the moleularmass of the ompound. Aording to our knowledge, our measurement ofthe evaporation oeÆient of DMI is unique and the results for other liq-uids are of value sine the literature data onerned is sare and disussible.The inuene of minute impurities (< 0:1%) upon the proess of dropletevaporation was observed and disussed.The preision of droplet radius measurement was improved at least by afator of 2, in omparison to26 and reahed �8 nm or better, whih opensopportunity for various preision measurements (e.g. small shape osillationsor small refrative index variations).Aknowledgment. This work was supported by Polish Ministry of Si-ene and Higher Eduation under grant No N N202 126837.
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Figure 3: Droplet radius hange rate versus droplet radius, orrespondingto radius evolution from �gure 2. Experimental results are represented byblak dots; fast osillations are artifats due to the averaging of digitized(high resolution) data. The a > 4:4 �m region is dominated by the evap-oration of water, while in a < 1:5 �m region the absolute value of da=dtdiminishes rapidly due to the presene of low-volatility ontaminants. For1.5 �m< a < 4:4 �m the evaporation of (nearly) pure TEG an be observed.The blue solid line represents the model �t for TEG evaporation, while thered line represents the �t for simultaneous TEG and water (2-omponent)evaporation.
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Figure 4: CoeÆients of di�usion in nitrogen and air at 25 ÆC: measured ver-sus alulated. Data from45 shown in red. Dexperimental = Destimated markedwith dotted line. Proposed orretion for TEG (see text) marked with arrow.
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Figure 5: Evaporation oeÆients found from our experiments (presentedwork and26) versus moleular mass of the ompound.
16
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